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Abstract. The KaPa (Kansallinen Palveluarkkitehtuuri, in Finnish) program
establishes the national e-government service platform in Finland. The platform,
Suomi.fi, provides a one-stop portal for citizens and organizations to access both
public and related private sector services. This research reports a case study of
the platform by analyzing it in light of recent characteristics identified with the
emerging concept of Government 3.0: openness and transparency, sharing,
increased communication and collaboration, government re-organization
through integration and interoperability, and use of new technologies. Our
results contribute by concretizing the hitherto abstract and loosely defined
concept of Government 3.0 by describing a timely and complex national e-
government implementation in detail in light of such characteristics. Our study
also suggests three emergent themes in relation to contemporary Government
3.0 characteristics: opening up technologies and solutions in addition to open
data, cross-border integration and development, and the enhanced role of the
private sector in both development activities and merging into the portfolios of
one-stop services.
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1 Introduction

Digitalization of public services continues. In an ideal scenario, the goal of e-
government is to create a seamless architecture for public services, where all systems
and services are integrated across both the public and the private sectors to provide a
one-stop service [1–3] for citizens and organizations. However, while implementing
one-stop services have shown to be challenging in municipalities [4] or within par-
ticular segments of government alone (e.g. [5]), reaching such a goal at the national
level poses even a greater challenge. Indeed, government services may involve several
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public sector systems and organizations, which need to be re-structured towards
increasing interoperability and collaboration [6].

Emerging technologies will change how governments operate and provide services.
E-government development is a continuous process of technical and organizational
advancements, which require transformation of services and organizations [7, 8].
Currently, advanced e-government services are often based on use of Web 2.0 tech-
nologies, and the contemporary solutions are labeled as Government 2.0 [9, 10].
Recently, the concept of Government 3.0 has been coined to describe the transfor-
mation of the public services to address next generation infrastructures, organizational
structures, processes and services [11–13]. However, the concept remains still quite
unclear, while it has been argued, in general, to promote openness, sharing, increased
communication and cooperation in the public sector for citizens, businesses and non-
governmental stakeholders [11, 12].

The characteristics of Government 3.0 continue to emerge without clear definitions,
which represents a research gap in contemporary e-government research. Meyerhoff
Nielsen [13] argues that with such emerging understanding of Government 3.0, it is not
yet possible to evaluate whether individual governments are reaching or have reached
the 3.0 stage. This calls for more research on examples of recent e-government projects
aiming at Government 3.0-related characteristics.

In Finland, which often scores high in international e-government rankings, a
majority of the public services are digital, accessible, and widely used by citizens [14].
Finland has a long history with e-government. For example, all branches of the gov-
ernment developed their own systems in the 1970s and the Internet was taken into
governmental use already in the 1990s [15]. However, in Finland, alike in many other
countries, the implementation of the one-stop service at the national government level
has been delayed because of lack of service interoperability and integration.

To address the lack of integration and interoperability and the need to develop a
one-stop service for citizens and organizations, the government of Finland started the
KaPa (Kansallinen Palveluarkkitehtuuri, in Finnish, National Service Architecture)
program in 2014. The main objective was to develop a national architecture for digital
services. In this paper, we study the KaPa program and the service platform Suomi.fi
developed within the program. Our objective is to understand and explore the impact of
the KaPa program to e-government in Finland, and identify characteristics of
Government 3.0 in relation to the on-going development. Our research question is
“How do the KaPa program and the Suomi.fi service platform promote Government 3.0
in Finland?”

2 Background

Since the mid-2010s, the notion of “Government 3.0” has emerged among policy-
makers as a label for next generation ICT-enabled technology innovation and as the
successor for “Government 2.0” initiatives [16]. Whereas Government 2.0 refers to the
use of Web 2.0 technologies by government [9, 10], Government 3.0 embraces the
capture of next generation infrastructure, organizational structures, process and services
required for the transformation of the public sector [13]. However, the challenge with
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Government 3.0 as a concept is its current loose definition [13]. A recent literature
review on e-government maturity models [13] defines Government 3.0 (building on
[11, 12]) as: “Through openness, sharing, increased communication and cooperation
the public sector, citizens, businesses and non-governmental stakeholders, the aim is
for government to be more service-oriented, competent, and transparent, to proactively
provide personalized and customized public services and generate new jobs in a
creative manner by opening and sharing government-owned data to the public and
encouraging communication and collaboration between government departments”.

The current definitions for Government 3.0 [11–13] seem to be divided into two
main perspectives. The first perspective regards use of new technologies as the next
generation infrastructure, beyond Web 2.0, to provide better services for citizens and
organizations. While an exhaustive list of such emerging technologies remains undone,
the mentioned examples include artificial intelligence, semantic web and text analytics,
machine learning, internet of things, blockchain, and big data analytics [11–13]. The
second perspective is the reorganization of government at several levels. The levels
mentioned are infrastructure, organizations, structures, processes and services. Reor-
ganization seems to have two main goals: To increase collaboration and communica-
tion within the public sector organizations to remove unnecessary complexity, and to
increase openness and transparency of government through concepts such as open data.
For a country to reach the “Government 3.0 stage”, it is presumably required to take
these two aspects in consideration when improving the e-government. Personalized and
customized e-government services for the public sector, citizens, businesses and non-
governmental stakeholders to gradually reach a one-stop e-government service, should
be included in Government 3.0 initiatives. These concepts are currently presented at an
abstract level and do not include detailed definitions or descriptions or the particular
elements (cf. [13]). However, we drew upon the initial works on Government 3.0 above
and formed the following characteristic categories to be used as a conceptual lens on a
large-scale national e-government program:

• Openness and transparency of government and development
• Sharing of data
• Increased communications and collaborations G2C, G2B, and G2G
• Reorganization of government through integration and interoperability
• Use of new technologies.

3 Research Process

Our research is a qualitative, exploratory case study on the KaPa program and Suomi.fi.
In our view, KaPa/Suomi.fi represents a rare case [18] of a national, complex program
of developing one-stop services for citizens and organizations. We collected data
through interviews, survey, observation, and secondary data collection. Firstly, we
interviewed 11 KaPa stakeholders. These included KaPa program management, Suomi.
fi development team, public sector organizations, and private organizations repre-
senting early adopters of the platform. The interviews, which took about one hour each,
were recorded and transcribed. Secondly, we performed an online survey in September
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2017 with Suomi.fi service platform user organizations (both public sector and private
sector). We received 82 responses. The survey was structured regarding experiences
with each Suomi.fi service and included questions about general opinions on KaPa as a
program. Third, we decided to collect secondary data from news articles and blog posts
that were written about KaPa program and Suomi.fi. The number of collected sec-
ondary data was +300 items. Last, we took part into two KaPa events to observe
stakeholders in the program. The first event was a presentation of online survey results
to the Suomi.fi development organization, which also involved two hours of evaluative
discussion. The second event was a roadmap event organized by the Suomi.fi devel-
opment organization to user organizations.

The interviews and events were recorded and transcribed. All data from the
interviews, events, survey and news articles and blogs were stored into a database. Two
researchers performed data analysis by going through the collected data and creating
codes, labels and categories with sticky notes based on collected data. The survey was
originally designed for other study, which meant that some of the analyzed data did not
have relevance to Government 3.0 concept. After the coding stage and several brain-
storming sessions, the identified categories were summarized into higher level themes.
While many of the identified themes coincided with the previously (loosely) defined
characteristics of Government 3.0 (see Sect. 2), we wanted also to remain open for
potentially emerging themes when analyzing the data. The results thus involve a
description of five characteristics of Government 3.0 based on the previous literature
and three emerging themes (Table 2; the emerging characteristics and themes marked
with *).

4 Results

4.1 National Architecture Program in Finland

The Finnish Government initiated the KaPa program in 2014 (budget: 100 million
euros) to develop the national architecture for digital services. The main objective was
a compatible infrastructure facilitating information transfer between organizations and
services. The KaPa program involves a national data exchange layer (based on the x-
Road solution used in Estonia [17]); a shared service view required by citizens,
companies and authorities; a new model of nation-wide e-identification, and national
solutions for the administration of roles and authorizations for organizations and
individuals. Suomi.fi is the name of platform and portal where citizens and organiza-
tions can access the digital services. The domain (www.suomi.fi) already existed before
the KaPa-program, but the previous version served mostly as an information ledger for
citizens and organizations to retrieve basic information about public services or forms
to fill in. The architecture of Suomi.fi comprises four layers: data, service, interface,
and consumer (Fig. 1).

The data layer comprises data registries integrated to the data exchange layer (of
the service layer). The data layer is divided further into basic information registries and
industry data registries. Basic data registries include key data repositories of the public
sector, which are essential for the society to function, such as those of population,
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property, companies, communities etc. Industry data registries involve information
generated by various industries, both public and private. Integration to the data
exchange layer service provides a standardized and secure platform for data exchange
among the public and private organizations.

The service layer involves generic services provided through the platform to
increase efficiency and innovation in the public sector and in the related private
endeavors. The layer involves no end-user services provided by the public and private
organizations themselves (for example, tax office service for tax reporting offered to
citizens). The service platform provides eight services for organizations (summarized in
Table 1), and coordinates obligations and restrictions on service utilization. Service
utilization is free.

The interface layer covers all interfaces for organizations and citizens that are used
to access the Suomi.fi services. These interfaces can be divided into two types: pro-
gramming interfaces and user interfaces. The programming interfaces to access the
Suomi.fi services are used by both public and private sector organizations. Avoindata.fi
and api.suomi.fi are catalogues that present available application programming inter-
faces (APIs) for integration in Suomi.fi. Service management is for companies to
manage Suomi.fi services. User interfaces are used mostly by citizens and organiza-
tions to access Suomi.fi. Web services can be accessed by browser or mobile
applications.

The consumer layer connects all users to the Suomi.fi services. Users are divided
into two main categories: service providers and ecosystems, and citizens. Service
providers and ecosystems include the public sector and private organizations using
Suomi.fi. These organizations can be Finnish or from the European Union area. Citi-
zens involve both Finns and other EU citizens, who wish to use the services in Finland.

Fig. 1. Suomi.fi architecture
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4.2 KaPa Program in Light of Government 3.0

Table 2 summarizes our analysis of the Kapa program under the themes of the pre-
viously described Government 3.0 characteristics (Sect. 2) and three new emerging
themes (marked with *). One of the new themes, openness of source code, is discussed
an already existing Government 3.0 characteristic (openness and transparency).

Table 1. Suomi.fi platform services

Service description Availability

e-Identification enables organizations to
authenticate their service users with strong
electronic authentications methods; A single
sign-on for citizens, which provides access to
all public sector services (that use e-
Identification)

Public sector organizations are eligible to use
the service (organizations that require strong
authentication are obligated by law). In
principle, private sector organization do not
have a right to use e-Identification service,
unless they provide services to public sector

e-Authorization enables citizens or
organizations to authorize another citizen or
organization to act behalf of them

Both public and private sector organizations
are allowed to use e-Authorization

The data exchange layer enables
standardized and secured data exchange
between organizations (based on x-Road
[17])

Both public sector and private sector
organizations are allowed use and provide
data (Public organizations with public data
registers are obligated)

The service catalogue enables organizations
to describe their services in a standard way to
a common database

Both public and private sector organization
are allowed to use service. Organizations that
produce public services are obligated

Maps service enables a centralized way for
organizations and citizens to view and
present locations

Public organizations are allowed to use
maps. Private organization are not allowed to
use the maps service, unless they provide
services to the public sector

Payments enable public organizations to
send invoices to citizens. Citizens can access
payments through Web portal

“Vital” -organizations, such as tax office, are
obligated to use the service. Other public
sector organizations are allowed to use the
service. Private sector organization are not
allowed to use this service, unless they
provide services to public sector

Messages are operated to serve citizens and
organizations alike. Citizens can access
messages through Web portal

Public sector organizations are either obliged
or allowed to use the service (cf. payments).
Private sector organizations are not allowed
to use the service, unless they provide
services to public sector

Web portal is an integrated view on public
services (combining all Suomi.fi services
under one view). Organizations can provide
registers of their web services that citizens
can view through one portal

Public sector organizations are either obliged
or at least allowed to provide registers.
Private sector organization are allowed to use
this service, if they have rights to handle
citizens’ social security numbers or business
IDs
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Openness and Transparency. The concept of openness and transparency was men-
tioned in several data sources. First, the Ministry of Finance of Finland, the responsible
entity of KaPa, declared in their program statement that one of the main objectives of
KaPa is to “advance the concept of openness in public sector”. In practice, this meant

Table 2. Government 3.0 themes in KaPa

Openness and transparency
Public sector organizations databases and registries opened for the public; *Source code
available at GitHub for anyone to freely review, copy and use; Suomi.fi development process
is transparent to the public through continuous updates with news and blogs from the
development team; API catalogues available on the Internet for the public
Sharing
Government-to-government and government-to-business organizations have a possibility
integrate their systems to provide, acquire and exchange data with other systems through the
data exchange layer
Increased communication and collaboration
Government-to-citizens: Before KaPa, Suomi.fi was only an information ledger and citizens
needed to access governmental services through a plethora of separate portals and web sites.
The new Suomi.fi is a personalized and customizable one-stop service for citizens with a single
sign-on to public services. Government-to-businesses: Before KaPa, Suomi.fi was only an
information ledger and included some forms and documents needed to start or run a business.
New Suomi.fi provides opportunities for businesses on leveraging free public administration
databases and services to innovate new services. Government-to-government: Before KaPa,
the public sector organizations operated in several separate networks. New Suomi.fi provides
data sharing and interoperability of information systems across the public administration
Reorganization of government
Before KaPa, e-government consisted of independent components and infrastructure was
scattered. With KaPa, the production model turns from vertical to horizontal. Service providers
do not need to produce all the layers below the service (such as servers, service capacity,
databases and integration solutions), so the service provider can concentrate on the top layer
(application). Purpose of KaPa is to support the national economy by making public
administration more efficient and by creating new business opportunities in the private sector
Use of new technologies
Use of new technologies (those mentioned in the Government 3.0 literature) was not evident in
the KaPa program. Even though we identified some mentions in our data related to e.g. use of
blockchain or data analytics in e-government services, it was not seen necessarily the main
objective of the KaPa program but more as a task of the future
*Cross-border government-to-government integration
The KaPa program involves also an international government-to-government platform
integration with Estonia. The integration between the two platforms represents, to our
knowledge, the first nation-to-nation integration at this level and a step towards Pan-European
e-services
*Increased private development innovations on public services
The private sector is also involved in Suomi.fi service platform development; The role of the
private sector is regarded as important in new services development and innovation through the
Suomi.fi platform
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that public databases and registries were opened and made available through the data
exchange layer to other public sector organizations and private sector businesses. As an
example, it is possible to retrieve data about vehicles from Finnish Transport Safety
Agency or from a public Finnish trade register that contains information on traders and
businesses from Finnish Patent and Registration Office. Currently, the data exchange
layer does not yet include all public sector databases and registries. Second, Suomi.fi
development was promoted as open source development, which led to making source
code of services available freely on GitHub. Anyone can see the source code of
services such as x-Road (data exchange layer) and the e-Identification service. Third,
the development team provided frequent news and blog posts about the status and
development of Suomi.fi concerning the program advancements, schedules, deadlines
and challenges, through an information channel called esuomi.fi. Fourth, APIs of
Suomi.fi that are available for service developers are listed on public API catalogues in
Internet.

Sharing. One of the main goals was to use the Suomi.fi platform as a data exchange
layer among the public and private sector organizations alike, which represents an
important theme of Government 3.0. All organizations are entitled to join the data
exchange layer to use and provide data from registries and databases. According to a
development organization representative, the data exchange layer helps retrieve data by
applications that need to integrate several data sources. Data exchange enhances effi-
ciency of public services through boosted interoperability. Private businesses can also
create new services through open data from the public databases and registries. In the
interviews with Suomi.fi user organizations, the data exchange layer was described as
“a vital element for interoperability, because otherwise systems wouldn’t communicate
between each other”, or as an interviewee from a private company expressed, “we need
data from the basic governmental registries”. However, doubts and critique were also
expressed. An online survey on the user organizations revealed a few comments such
as: “At the moment there are no incentives to join the platform”. Many organizations
did not yet recognize the business needs and benefits available on the current data
exchange platform. One of the reasons might be the current number of organizations
joined to the platform (on 22th Feb 2018, the number public and private organizations
combined was 81). For example in the Estonian x-Road, the number of active orga-
nizations is around 1000 [19]. On the other hand, Suomi.fi is still in an early stage of
implementation, and the number of organizations is expected to increase.

Increased Communications and Collaborations in G2C, G2B, and G2G. A rep-
resentative of the Ministry of Finance described Suomi.fi as a “Shopping mall for
citizens to access public services”. The Finnish Government provides Suomi.fi plat-
form and technology (shopping mall), the service providers (both public and private)
use Suomi.fi platform to provide the services (shops), and citizens and organizations
enter Suomi.fi platform to use provided services (customers). Compared to the previous
Suomi.fi, which only served as an information ledger to citizens and businesses, the
new Suomi.fi provides increased communication and collaboration between citizens,
businesses, and government. The model and platform is expected to implement a
customizable and personalizable one-stop service view for citizens and organizations.
The new platform is argued to remove the problem where “in every e-government
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service you need to log in separately, and it is jumping constantly from one place to
another” (Manager, Ministry of Finance). The objective of KaPa is to create gradually
a service where all public sector services and many private sector services can be
accessed by citizens to create a customized and personalized view. “At the end, citizens
select, what set of services they want to collect to their service view” (Manager, KaPa)

Reorganization of Government Through Integration and Interoperability. The
concept of increased integration and interoperability between government, public
sector and private sector systems was a visible theme also in KaPa. “KaPa program
fixed the issue of lack of IT-systems integration. One of the most important features of
the KaPa program is the centralized data exchange layer, which means that systems
can communicate with each other. This will improve interoperability of public sector
systems tremendously” (manager, KaPa). Instead of individual point-to-point integra-
tions between systems, the new platform strategy will enhance many-to-many system
interoperability. Besides the data exchange layer, also new e-Identification service will
increase interoperability among the public sector services. The new Suomi.fi platform
enables single sign-on to the services. However, coordination among the service pro-
viders and the platform involves also challenges. “One of the challenges of taking
service in use is that organizations think that Suomi.fi services are good overall for the
public sector, but do not see the need for their own operations” (Manager, KaPa).
Therefore, the platform coordinator needs to introduce good support practices to
manage change and to gather on-going feedback from the user organizations.

Cross-Border Government-to-Government Integration. Finland and Estonia use
the same technology (x-Road) for the data exchange layer. The x-Road technology was
donated to Finland by Estonia for free and adopted as a basis for Finnish developments.
“We are using the software which was originally from Estonia X-road, and have done
quite a lot of development on top of it.” (Manager, Suomi.fi development). A jointly
established institute by Finland and Estonia develops the digital data exchange layer of
x-Road technology further. In addition to co-operation in development, the two
countries integrate also their very services and data exchange through the joint platform
across borders [19]. “Integration makes it possible to exchange data and to use services
between two data exchange layers, as fluently as done within Suomi.fi alone” (inter-
viewee, Ministry of Finance). The cooperation between Finland and Estonia can be
regarded as a step towards the Pan-European e-services, introducing an interesting
aspect of e-government development in the both countries.

Increased Private Development Innovations on Public Services. E-government is,
by definition, mostly associated with the public sector organizations. In this case,
however, the role of private sector businesses in the KaPa program and development of
the Suomi.fi platform was brought into attention many times. The KaPa program goals
stated one of the goals as “making public sector more efficient and creating new
business opportunities for the private sector.” This notes the current importance of
private companies in Finnish e-government. Even though a few services were restricted
from the private actors due to legal constraints, such as e-identification, maps, pay-
ments, or messages, the data exchange layer, e-authorization and service catalogue
represent new opportunities of service innovation to private businesses. These services
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are free to use, which is expected to attract the private actors as well. The private sector
is seen also as a necessary success factor for the platform, “this will only be a good
project if private companies decide to join” (Project Leader, Suomi.fi). Moreover,
development of Suomi.fi took place in collaboration between public organizations and
private companies. The KaPa program management was coordinated by the govern-
ment departments, but the actual development of Suomi.fi platform was mostly con-
ducted by 3rd party development teams. Based on these observations, we regard the
role of private sector businesses in e-government development and integrated service
delivery as an emerging theme to complement the recent concept of Government 3.0.

5 Discussion

Our results suggest two main contributions to the previous literature on the emerging
concept of Government 3.0. Firstly, the case analysis showed that the KaPa program
and Suomi.fi involve the most conceptual characteristics identified with the recent
concept of Government 3.0 (cf. [13]). Hence, we regard Suomi.fi as a rare case which
as such illustrates how many of the (hitherto loosely defined) aspects of Government
3.0 can be concretized within a nation-level program and a platform aiming at one-stop
public services for citizens and businesses. Especially, our analysis of Suomi.fi illus-
trates how it concretizes the concepts of openness and transparency, sharing, increased
communication and collaboration at different levels of governance interactions (G2C,
G2B, G2G), and re-organization of government.

Secondly, our analysis suggests three emergent themes that complement the con-
temporary characterizations of Government 3.0 (if compared to [13]): 1. Opening
technological components and platforms (not just data) of public-sector solutions for
further utilization and innovation, 2. cross-border cooperation on service development
and integration, and 3. Increasing integration of the private sector in service innovation
and delivery; both in development processes and innovations of the platform as such
and as introducing a potential solution for private service providers to participate in the
service delivery portfolio.

Suomi.fi, together with Estonian x-road, provides an arena for open APIs that
enable distributed development and increased contributions from the private sector to
service portfolios, and even to the technological infrastructure. In addition to increased
data accessibility and open data initiatives this should create a plethora of new inno-
vations on Finnish e-government in the near future. The new level of integration of
cross-border collaboration between Finland and Estonia will produce both more effi-
ciency and create also possibilities for new innovative G2G interactions. Moreover, the
private involvement was seen as a crucial success factor for future success of the
platform. While we argue that our research contributes by identifying these three
themes and discussing about them in the Finnish context, there exists a good number of
new research avenues on both organizational and technological advancements in
government, as well as the socio-political impacts of such developments over time.
Such developments should be analyzed simultaneously from several viewpoints of
political, organizational, and technological opportunities and challenges, which will
most likely only start to emerge.
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The current Suomi.fi concept includes few or no signs of “new technologies” as
envisioned in the contemporary ideas of Government 3.0 [12, 13]. Hence, we do not
yet claim that Suomi.fi would fully represent Government 3.0 in the Finnish context.
However, we see the platform and portal development rather as an enabling step
towards such developments and predict that the technologies mentioned in the con-
temporary Government 3.0 literature will be increasingly adopted, and enhanced by the
integration platforms such as Suomi.fi, if taken into use. For example, data integrations
across government agencies provide new opportunities to apply artificial intelligence,
semantic web and text analytics, machine learning and big data analytics -related
technologies for innovating new services and knowledge building on the public data.
IoT-based services and subsequent data exchange integrate ever better to the stan-
dardized service platforms, and a whole cluster of new innovative stakeholders can take
part on dynamic service development with openly available new technologies and data.

According to our analysis, Finland has thus taken steps with the KaPa program
towards Government 3.0. However, there are also other leading-edge national e-
government countries such as Estonia [17], Norway [20], Netherlands [20], South
Korea [9, 12] and many others. To address future research avenues, more in-depth
cross-border comparisons and validations for a stage model for Government 3.0 are
required. We believe that the future research needs to focus on following the adoption
and impact of new technologies in connection to integrated and interoperable national
e-government solutions. Time will tell how control and coordination mechanisms for
both increased cross-border (e.g., Pan-European) cooperation and seemingly increasing
private sector involvement blurring the borderlines between the public and the private
in some countries become implemented. In this regard, a thorough political debate on
the eventual political consequences of the increased service and information processing
integration across the national as well as public-private borderlines needs to continue.

6 Conclusions

Government 3.0 has been coined to describe the next generation transformation of e-
government. The case study on Suomi.fi illustrated how many of the hitherto loosely
defined characteristics of the Government 3.0 concept were concretized in the Finnish
context. In addition, the results suggests three emergent themes to be scrutinized in
Government 3.0 initiatives: opening up technologies and solutions in addition to open
data, cross-border integration and development, and the enhanced role of the private
sector in both development activities and merging into the portfolios of one-stop ser-
vices. However, we did not identify signs of new technologies, such as AI, machine
learning and data science, as envisioned in the contemporary concept of Government
3.0. We argue that an integrated service platform, such as Suomi.fi, could be seen as an
enabler for adoption of new technologies and thus a necessary step on the way towards
Government 3.0. For future research, we call for more in-depth comparisons of cases
and validations for a stage model for Government 3.0 and analyses of the impact and
success of new technologies in connection to integrated and interoperable national (and
eventually, international) e-government solutions.
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